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lindQST
- Lindab Quick Selection Tool...
 

“We simplify construction” has long been one of Lindab’s core values. lindQST – “Lindab Quick Selection Tool” – an 

advanced web tool that makes the selection of our air- and waterborne products quick and simple. With lindQST all doc-

umentation is made available directly on the web. That means installers, consultants and architects always have access 

to the latest documentation, installation instructions and product images. It provides a simple shortcut to Lindab’s mate-

rial and is a tool that speeds up and simplifies the daily work.  

All information is just a mouse-click away. 

Download a free QR code app on your 

SmartPhone and then scan this code to get 

further information about this product.

New!
www.lindqst.com
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lindQST - Documentation Finder
The Documentation Finder, is a quick and easy way to find information about 

our airborne and waterborne products. Here you can find updated mate-

rial as technical documentation, installation instructions, product images,  

brochures etc. Simply just use the drop down boxes to find what you are 

looking for - quick and easy...

Product Selector Air
Use the Product Selector Air to find the Lindab product that meet your 

demands when designing your projects with airborne solutions. Search among 

our wide assortment of diffusers, grilles, nozzles, valves etc. Perform a product 

search in three simple steps and achieve a product list with all the products that meet your require-

ments. In the product list, you have the opportunity to compare different products and select the best solution for your 

project. When selecting a product in the list you will get all detailed information and documentation on the selected 

product and you have the opportunity to generate a PDF with all the specific information and results for your actual 

choice.

Product Selector Water
Use the Product Selector Water or the Product Calculator Water to find the Lindab product that meet your demands 

when designing your projects with waterborne solutions. Search among our wide assortment of beams. Search from 

different parameters like room type, sound requirements and air flow. In your product list, you are able to compare the 

products in your selection. When you have chosen a product you can generate a pdf with the specific data you have 

chosen. Product Selector Water gives you the opportunity to define your room conditions and in three easy steps 

receive the recommended solutions using Lindab' beams, active, passive, facade and heating/cooling panels. 

Product Calculator Water is a simple and fast tool to calculate the capacity when the product type is known.  

Use the Product Selector Water and Product Calculator Water to make your selection fast and easy.   


